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Description:

"Love" Bridesmaid Pouch

COUNTED CROSS STITCH CHART BY FABY REILLY DESIGNS

This cross stitch pattern delicately wraps all around a small round pouch that could be used by a bridesmaid but alternatively could
serve for holding jewelry or any other tokens of love.
Faby Reilly loves to combine cross stitching and embroidery in two layers. First comes the cross-stitched background, using soft
multicolors colors (DMC variations range). Then come some pretty embellishments using backstitch, lazy daisy stitches and a few of
the designer's other favorite stitches (all explained with step by step intructions and photos). Add a few seedbeads and finish up into a
refined pouch with remarkable three-dimensional effects.
Check out Faby Reilly'sfree tutorial: Making a round octagonal pouch
There is a matching Biscornu wedding ring cushion as well as a lovely humbug ornament and bookmark, all with coordinated design,
so in fact you could be making a whole series with this pretty Love pattern.
A cross stitch pattern designed byFaby Reilly.
>>visit Faby Reilly's store.
Number of stitches: 200 x 55 (wide x high)
>> View size in my choice of fabric - Click here (fabric calculator)
Stitches: Cross stitch (no fractional stitches), Backstitch, lazy daisy, petit point, Rhodes heart
Chart: Black and White chart AND Color chart
Threads: DMC Embroidery floss, DMC Color variations, DMC Light effects Gold
Accessories: seed beads
Number of colors: 7
Themes: Love, heart, pouch, wedding, bridesmaid

>> see all thepatterns in the "Love" series, designed by Faby Reilly
>> see more Wedding patterns (any designer)

All patterns on Creative Poppy's website are printable and available for instant download.
Price in£, €: to view price inPOUNDS / EUROS…, select a currency in top right section of this page.
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